Images

Living Room as seen from the Bedroom Balcony.
This view is from the dining room looking out toward the private garden. The Barrel Chair is a Frank Lloyd Wright design. All other furniture is of the author’s design.
A view of the Living Room taken from the view wall looking toward the earth wall. In this view the tall wall sconces designed by the Author are shown on the earth wall.
This view is taken from the earth wall toward the view window wall.
This view is taken from the Dining Room looking out towards the stair case. The light here is from an afternoon sun light in early summer.
A view from the Kitchen of Unit 3 looking out through the Dining Room to the corner window of the Living Room beyond. All furniture shown here was designed by the Author.
Exteriors

A view of the model built to depict Unit 3.
A computer generated view of the site looking to the southwest.
A series of computer generated renderings that study the cluster from various vantage points.
A computer generated drawing showing the cluster as it would appear looking to the northeast.
An abstract rendered view of the cluster from a side angle showing the variety of planting schemes possible in the private garden.
A typical view of the cluster from the lower road level up into the staircase courtyard.
A view of the model built to depict Unit 3.
The typical cluster as viewed from the lower road, this is a computer generated image.